
 

 

FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS – SMEG GAS HOB PROMOTION 
 

1. The promotion is open to UK and Republic of Ireland consumers who purchase a new Smeg 
gas hob between 15th July and 30th November 2022. 

2. Models include all design aesthetics, widths and formats, inclusive of gas, gas on glass, mixed 
fuel and gas domino models. 

3. Models Included: PGF31G-1, PGF32G, PGF64-4, PGF75-4, PGF95-4, PGF96, PS906-5, PV364LCN, 
PV375CN, PV395LCN, PX364L, PX375, SE70SGH-5, PV264N, PV264S, PV275N, PV275S, S64S, 
SR264XGH2, SR275XGH2, SR60GHS, SRV564GH3, SRV575GH5, SRV596GH5, PV695LCNR, 
P64ES, P705ES, SR964NGH, SR964PGH, SR964XGH, SR975NGH, SR975PGH, SR975XGH, 
PM6912WLDR, PM6721WLDR, PM6621WLDR, PM3953D, PM3743D, PM3643D. 

4. The promotion is applicable to participating retailers only. Only participating retailers will have 
access to the official advertising materials.  

5. This offer does not apply to graded or used products (new products only). 

6. To enter please visit https://www.smeguk.com/promotions/gashob  

7. You will be required to supply your product’s unique serial number and upload a valid proof of 
purchase to support any online claim, failure to do so, will mean that your claim will be 
rejected.  

8. This exclusive offer runs from 15/07/2022 until 30/11/2022. Claims must be submitted no later 
than 31st December 2022.  

9. The promotion is as stated and there is no alternative available (non-transferable) 

10. Payment will be via BACS directly into your account and your details will be used only for this 
fulfilment. 

11. Amount claimed will be 10% of the INC VAT retail price paid for the hob. Maximum RRP can be 
found by visiting  https://shop.smeguk.com/built-in-cooking/hobs/gas  

12. One claim per household only. Not in conjunction with any other offer, except certain Dolce Stil 
Novo hobs which also carry a 5 year warranty which will still be honoured. 

13. To be eligible to participate in the promotion you must be a UK or Republic of Ireland resident 
with a UK or Irish bank account respectively, aged 18+ 

14. This promotion is only available to end user consumers only (e.g. not to any reseller or business 
purchased on a trade or contract basis). 

15. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for forms that are lost or delayed, or which are unable to 
be sent due to lack of network coverage, system, software or hardware failure or for any other 
reason beyond its control. 
 

16. The promoter reserves the right to disqualify applications it believes are acting in breach of 
these Terms and Conditions and reserves the right to investigate and take all reasonable 
action to protect itself against fraudulent claims. Any claims which they believe to be 
invalid and/or fraudulent will be rejected. 
 

17. By completing all participants will be deemed to have accepted and be bound by these 



Terms and Conditions. 

18. Your name and address will only be retained for communication purposes if you choose to 

opt into receiving communications from Smeg UK.  

19. Please see www.smeguk.com/disclaimer/  for our privacy policy. 

20. Please allow 28 days for cashback into your bank, your claim will only be processed after 
verification. 

21. For details of the promotion please write to the promoter at the address below. 

22. The Promoter: Smeg (UK), The Marketing Department, The Magna Building, Wyndyke 

Furlong, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1DZ, United Kingdom. 

 


